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Summary of the Doctoral Dissertation 

This doctoral dissertation examines the cult and iconography of the sancti reges Hungariae 

during the fourteenth to the early-sixteenth century as they appear from the perspective of 

religious mural painting. Judging by the great number of surviving murals with their image, 

the representation of the holy kings of Hungary on the walls of churches was a highly 

popular phenomenon during the Late Middle Ages, which served both religious and 

political purposes. 

The collective representation in church painting of the holy kings of Hungary – namely, 

St. Stephen (r. 1000/1001-1038), the founder of the Christian Kingdom of Hungary, who 

deserved his sanctity for having ruled as rex iustus and having converted his people to 

Christianity; St. Emeric (1000/1007-1031), the former’s son, a pious and chaste prince, 

who was educated to become a virtuous Christian ruler, but died before succeeding his 

father to the throne; and St. Ladislas (r. 1077-1095), ideal ruler and knight, the country’s 

defender against pagan enemies, and athleta patriae – appeared as a consequence of their 

joint cult which emerged around the mid-fourteenth century in the royal milieu. During the 

reigns of King Louis I of Anjou (1342-1382) and King Sigismund of Luxemburg (1387-

1437), this collective depiction spread in great extent among the noblemen of the kingdom. 

It then continued to be popular among the country’s various estates and ethnic groups 

throughout the following century and until the spread of the Reformation. 

The first chapter of the dissertation offers a general overview of the cults of the three holy 

kings of Hungary from their emergence as individual cults (around 1083 and around 1192, 

respectively) to their configuration as the cult of holy predecessors for the last Árpádian 

and first Angevin rulers, and as a politically-motivated joint cult during the reign of King 

Louis the Great of Anjou. The combined discussion of both written and visual sources is 

meant to offer an integrative perspective to the complex cults of the three holy kings of 

Hungary, underlining their various stages of evolution. The chapter discusses first the 

characteristics of the holy kings’ individual cults and then looks for evidence in the time’s 

written sources for the merging of the individual cults into a joint cult of the holy 

predecessors of the Árpádian and Angevin dynasts. It underlines the royal support of this 

cult and highlights its various purposes, i.e., to revere one’s holy predecessors as a 

guarantee of things’ good functioning, or to acquire sacred capital and political legitimacy. 

By looking both at the Hungarian (Árpádian and Angevin) and foreign (Neapolitan 

Angevin) visual evidence, it establishes the moment of emergence of the iconography of 

the three sancti reges Hungariae around the mid-fourteenth century. Although the support 

of this cult is mainly a royal affair during the second half of the thirteenth and the first half 

of the fourteenth century, other supporters and promoters (e.g., ecclesiastical figures, 

noblemen, burghers, etc.) started to appear during the second half of the fourteenth century. 



These new supporters and promoters contributed to the generalization of the cult, that is, 

the spreading and transformation of the sancti reges Hungariae into the patron saints of 

the country. Because the first murals with the holy kings’ collective image started to appear 

only during the late-fourteenth century, this first chapter has the purpose to offer the 

background information for the cult of Hungary’s holy kings and the premises for 

understanding their representation in religious mural painting. 

The iconographic analysis of the murals depicting Hungary’s holy kings commences with 

the next chapter which examines the main iconographic features (both individual and 

collective) of the representation in religious mural painting of the Hungarian royal trio. By 

looking into the question of patronage and commissionership, it establishes that the donors’ 

motivation for venerating the sancti reges Hungariae and for having their images in church 

decoration were both devotional and political. It then shows how the pictorial trio of 

Hungary’s holy rulers was employed in various historical circumstances for the purpose of 

political propaganda and how, by means of complex visual and heraldic strategies, the 

collective image of the sancti reges Hungariae conveyed efficiently ideological messages. 

Continuing the iconographic analysis, the following chapter examines in detail another 

iconographic type which gathers only the effective rulers and excludes St. Emeric. After 

examining in detail the iconographic characteristics of this group of murals which selects 

Sts Stephen and Ladislas only, places them on the pillars of the triumphal arch, and depicts 

them in the company of the Old Testament Prophets, the analysis turns to the discussion of 

a number of various written sources (e.g., political-theoretical and historical works, saints’ 

lives and offices, sermons, etc.). They reveal the attempt of medieval authors at shaping 

the image of the two holy kings after the model of the two Old Testament Kings Solomon 

and David, presenting thus St. Stephen as a predominantly wise and righteous ruler and St. 

Ladislas as a predominantly brave and strong ruler. These sources help one understand the 

reasons why the two Hungarian holy kings have been depicted in the company of the Old 

Testament Prophets, whereas the architectural symbolism of the place their images were 

located in (i.e., the pillars of the triumphal arch) reveals the awareness of medieval 

iconographers that Sts Stephen and Ladislas have been ambivalent figures, both sacred 

(saints) and secular (kings), and that they have been the embodiment of the two main royal 

virtues, namely, wisdom and strength. The examination of the frescoes’ chronological 

distribution reveals that this iconographic type precedes the depiction of the sancti reges 

Hungariae as a trio, whereas looking into the problem of commissionership establishes 

another interesting devotional pattern for the donors of murals depicting Sts Stephen and 

Ladislas. 

Examining both written and pictorial evidence, the next chapter addresses the diffusion of 

St. Sigismund’s cult from Bohemia to Hungary during the late-fourteenth century and the 

saint’s subsequent transformation during the fifteenth century into one of the patrons of the 



country. In so doing, it assesses the significance of King Sigismund’s actions to promote 

his personal patron in Hungary and shows that the king emulated the model of his father, 

Charles IV of Luxemburg. King Sigismund promoted his spiritual patron within his country 

and associated him with St. Ladislas, the traditional patron of Hungary; he succeeded, thus, 

to accommodate the foreign saint to a new home and to transform him for a short interval 

into one of Hungary’s holy protectors. The natural consequence of this “holy and faithful 

fellowship” was the cult’s transfer from the royal milieu to that of the kingdom’s nobility. 

Willing to prove their loyalty to the king, Hungarian noblemen decorated their churches 

with St. Sigismund’s image and depicted him in the company of the sancti reges 

Hungariae. This chapter illustrates how a period’s political transformations facilitated the 

spreading of a new saint’s cult from his cult center to another region, and that a saint’s 

veneration was sometimes motivated politically. 

The next chapter is a complex case study which examines in detail those representations of 

holy kings that have been commissioned or used by Orthodox Romanians, as well as those 

depictions made by painters of Byzantine tradition, who worked for either Catholic or 

Orthodox patrons. After a brief overview of scholarship and several methodological 

clarifications concerning the question of hybridity in medieval religious art, the pictorial 

and devotional hybridity of these images is analyzed at several levels, namely: the murals’ 

internal features, the saints’ accompanying inscriptions, the images’ iconographic context, 

and their commissioners. This analysis reveals that the discussed levels of hybridity 

functioned in different ways, depending on the images’ specific contexts of creation, 

commissioning, and usage. When painting these Catholic saints, the artists formed in the 

Byzantine, artistic tradition made continuous adjustments in the process for conveying the 

meaning requested by their commissioners, but their low familiarity with these saints has 

led to iconographic departures or peculiarities in the iconography of the sancti reges 

Hungariae. These saints’ accompanying inscriptions in Old Church Slavonic or mixed 

languages reveal, on the one hand, the awareness that Hungary’s holy kings belonged to a 

different cultural and confessional background than that of the painters and their 

commissioners, and, on the other hand, they show the artists’ and patrons’ attempt at 

assimilating these Catholic holy rulers. The examination of the relationship between these 

images and the neighboring representations in the Orthodox churches in Crişcior and Ribiţa 

indicates that their particular iconographic setting enriched the meaning of the three sancti 

reges Hungariae, who were perceived by the two churches’ ktetors as originators and 

guarantors of legal rights. The discussion of donors established new patterns of devotion 

and artistic patronage which reveal that the artistic and devotional hybridity of these images 

was equally meaningful for their painters, commissioners, and medieval audience. The 

transgression of artistic and confessional borders by the three sancti reges Hungariae was 

undoubtedly the direct consequence of their high popularity during the Late Middle Ages, 



Hungary’s holy kings succeeding to acquire a political, social, and also devotional 

relevance for the larger community of faithful, Catholic and Orthodox alike. 

The concluding chapter of the dissertation summarizes the main findings of this new 

research on various devotional and political aspects in the iconography of the sancti reges 

Hungariae in religious mural painting between the fourteenth century and the early-

sixteenth century. Secular and sacred figures alike, the three holy kings of Hungary were 

highly cherished for the role they played in the existence of both the Hungarian Kingdom 

and its Catholic Church, having managed to acquire their sanctity precisely on account of 

their major part assumed during their lives in the country’s political and religious affairs. 

The veneration of the sancti reges Hungariae by the kingdom’s various estates and ethnic 

groups, and the subsequent commissioning of murals with their image functioned 

sometimes as a statement of the donor’s political allegiance either to the king or directly to 

the kingdom. However, the political component of these depictions did not exclude the 

personal veneration of the three royal saints by the murals’ commissioners, many of them 

being (or having their family members) named after them. The sancti reges Hungariae 

succeeded to become a powerful symbol of the country, which was used equally by 

Hungarian kings and nobility: the former for proving their legitimacy to rule the kingdom, 

whereas the latter for showing their political allegiance to the ruling king or – whenever 

the king’s person was considered unsuitable to rule – directly to the kingdom and against 

the king himself. During the fifteenth century, the veneration of St. Stephen, St. Emeric, 

and St. Ladislas disseminated in various degrees among all the kingdom’s estates (i.e., 

Hungarian and Szekler noblemen, Saxon citizens, etc.), ethnic groups (i.e., Hungarians, 

Saxons, Slovaks, Szeklers, Vlachs/Romanians, etc.), and even confessions (i.e., Catholic 

and Orthodox). The outcome of this long process was the final transformation of the sancti 

reges Hungariae into veritable symbols of the country/kingdom.  
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